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Graduation now set for May 19
by Pierre Blahnik

In yet another turn of events
for what has been labelled "The
Graduation Date Fiasco," the issue was put to a vote by those most
directly affected: the graduating
law students. As a result, the date
of this year's commencement--if
nothing else--has been set for May
19, by a voteof218 to26overthe
May26 date.
The student's decision, which
returns the date to the one initially and mistakenly listed by
the law school, thrusts upon the
law school the burden of organizing and paying for its own graduation, a burden traditionally assumed by the entire university.
The fiasco was initiated by a
blunder in the law school administration, in which it was negligently assumed that the university's graduations--both undergraduate and graduate--would fall
on the same weekend as last year.
In fact, pursuant to university
policy, every five years the date
is .moved back one week, this
year from May 19 to May 26.
The incorrect May 19 date,
mistakenly reported to expecting
law grads, went weeks without
correction.
Since undergraduate and graduate commencements are usually

held together, sharing facilities,
equipment and expenses, the
university refused to sponsor a
separate law school graduation to .
facilitate the mistake. Sister Sally
Furay, Vice-President and Provost of
USD, in effect told
the law school
administration that
the law school could
either take part in
the university's
commencements cm
the 26th, or conduct
one of its own on
the 19th.
The new law school administration, in tum, faced with a lack
of cooperation by the university,
including a lack of facilities and
funds, problems with parking as

undergraduates will be in the midst
of exams, and inexperience in
organizing commencement ceremonies, had sought to inform law

In a meeting called for October3, Dean Kristine S tracqan and
Assistant Dean Carrie Wilson met
with roughly 35 graduating students to ''discuss" the fiasco and settle
a date.
Dean Strachan gave the
hard fa~ts of
the problem,
Brendan Brandt
including her
Third year Day Student
dealings and
dead-ends
with university
officials. At
students of its blunder and coinone point, a groan of recognition
cide the law school's graduation
swept through the students upon
with the rest of the university on
learning that financial consideraMay 26.
.
tions were a main issue.
The graduating law students
In the end, Strachan maintained,
objected.
the university's May 26 date was

"It's tlie students wlio

Annti~l

sfwu{d decide('

For the eighth year, local USD
Law School alumni have volunteered to become 'advisors for first
year law students. The Alumni
Advisor Program pairs students
with attorneys and judges to help
studeti~ become better acquainted
with the realities of law practice.
During the program, the advi-

sor will invite the student.to his or
her office and discuss with .the
student the goings-on of an attorney's day and how it is really
spent. They will also cover the
various specialties of law practice and future trends, assist with
counseling on course selection
and possibly make introductions

to other practjtioners.
Students shquld be advisyd that
this is not a placement program.
The advisor is not expected to
find the student a job or put him
or her to work. The attorney is
there to advise and act as a somewhat legal sage.
Alumni Advisor pairing will

Warning goes
out for students
to be on guard
by Pierre Blahnik

Suspect apprehended

The identities of the suspects
could not be revealed, explained
Keating, since formal charges have
not been brought against either of
them. Neither was 1a student at
USD. Although one suspect was
apprehended, charges were not
filed in the absence of a com-

. l·

Continued on Page 4

Advisor program still open to 1Ls

Crime wave hits research center

One suspect has been arrested
and another is being sought in
connection with thefts at the Legal Research Center this fall,
slowing but not halting a rash of
thefts totalling approximately 23
at that location (formerly the USD
Kraner Law Library) last year,
according to Roman J. Keating of
Crime Prevention/Investigations
at USD's Public Safety Office.
The two suspec;ts were photographed withdrawing cash with
the victims' ATM cards. In both
instances, which were entirely
separate and unrelated, hidden
video cameras filmed the transactions, one at USD's University
Center and the other downtown
on F Street

the best, since it would "mean
the difference between a firstrate graduation and a third-rate
one,'' citing among other problems no place to hold a reception
for the estimated 3 ,500 people to
attend.
Ultimately, it was third-year
student, Brendan Brandt, who
turned the tide. While respecting
the administration's concerns, he
told Dean Strachan and Assistant
Dean Wilson, "This isn't your
decision to make. It's the students who should decide.''
In true lawyer fashion, no one
could refute the reasonableness
of that proposal.
Brandt was backed by third
year law student and USO graduate Theresa Raynor, who, while
familiar with dead-ends the uni-

-be made in January. Students are
expected to fill out and return a
Student Participation Form to the
Records Office in order to insure
a position in the program. Forms
should be received no later than
Friday, November 10, 1989.
· The attorneys who have participated in the Alumni Advisor
Program in the past represent some
of the finest firms and offices in
the area. Some of the firms represented include: Defender' s Inc.;
Dorazio, Bamhorst & Bonar;
Hollywood & Neil; IRS District
Counsel; Lillick, McHose &
Charles; Luce, Forward, Hamilton & Scripps; Hinchy, Witte,
Wood, Anderson & Hodges;
Procopio, Cory, Hargreaves &
Savitch; and Seltzer, Caplan,
Wilkins & McMahon.
For further information students may contact Kathleen Quinn,
Director of Law School Development at 260-4692.

In Motions
this issue

Belongings left unattended are the prime target of thieves that have recently stalked the maze of
carrels and secluded study spots. Their next stop may be the ATM with your card.
The photographs of the two
men reveal two adult white males,
both in their late twenties or early
thirties. One set of pictures shows
a heavy-set man with a full beard
and glasses. The other suspect, a
slinky-looking character with
pointed features, a scruffy, unkept
appearance and wire rim glasses,
is still being sought by San Diego
Police.
Over the past two years, Public Safety has planted numerous
undercover officers and students
in the Legal Research Center in
attempts to catch the thief or
thieve.<1. The theft'I hellan two

year's 23 thefts over a nine month
period. There have been three
thefts since September of this year.

Thieves case area

Three main factors have made
apprehension difficult, Keating
said. First, the layout of the library makes coverage difficult,
as thieves can approach isolated
backpacks when no one is around.
Second, quite simply, the
thieves are professionals.
As described by Keating,
" these people have no business
on campus excepttosteal." They

They know how people act at libraries. Their technique, it seems,
is to monitor students while pre- .
tending toreador research. Then, '
when unsuspecting students get ·
up to mitlce a copy or go to the
bathroom--wham, they know right
where to look for the wallet or
purse.
Tttii:d, library patrons themselves cµ-e to blame for being so
blatantly stupid: "People a.re so, ·
naive, they never think ·i t's going[
to happen to them," says Keating,!
&,d4i.0g, ''if you' re g_oin~ to leave,
your desk foF even a minu\e, ~e
you.r personal.,stuff with you. ''
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Mar/(g,tp{ace of Ideas

The Great Mid-Term Debate
Pro

Con
by Pierre Blahnik

Ramblings &rumblings
in light of the big quake
by Charles D. Hrvatin
Editor-In Chief

by Ron Green

" So, what do you think of this whole midterm thing,"
I asked a familiar-looking, yet unknown law student I saw
in the men's room during exams week, "you think they' re
a good idea or what?"
Even in a men 's room, I was unprepared for the barrage
of expletives that spewed forth: "F--ing useless bunch of
bull---- and a g--d-- waste of time," he answered.
Well, I couldn't really argue with him, I mean, his
position on the matter seemed pretty solid.. Besides, the
forum was all wrong. ·
But, safely removed to more civil territory, I raise the
issue again, and come out (put away your weapons) in
favor of midterms.
No, I'm not kidding. Yes, I feel healthy. And my
reasons are threefold: 1) you learn from them, 2) they're
good practice and 3) what's the big deal?
First, while everyone is busy pissing and moaning
(literally), we forget one thing: midterm week is actually
a break. You stop reading cases in every class, meaning
not only do we get to catch up, we have to catch up. This
is exactly what procrastinators like myself need, and I
have a hunch there are more of you out there. ('Fess up:
who did not think, at least once before midterms, why the
hell didn' t I start this earlier?)
Even if you are not a procrastinator, however, midterms give you a chance to look over where the course has
gone and where it' s going, instead of scrapping to keep up
with the brutal, nonstop pace in every class. You review
the material. You evaluate it. In short, you learn it.~
Second, they are good practice. I've heard argu ~en ts
by many people that this justification (one of the stated
goals of the midterm policy) is a fallacy. Well you 're
wrong.
(Note: Don't get mad, I'm trying to defend exams here.
I'm already the underdog, and I've probably lost any
friends I might have had anyway, so I mightas well go for
broke. 'Tm right and you're wrong" is a valid argument,
regardless of what they teach you in ATA. Just r~view a
few Rehnquist opinions, and you'll see what I'm talking
about.)
The point is, even after first year, law school exams are
stillweird. Tome,they'vealwaysbeenanambiguousand
perverted game, and a proverbial pain in the wahoo. The
more you do them though, the better you get. And what do
you get better at? Applying what you know. And what do
lawyers do? It's called "practicing law." Let's face it,

I'm sure the idea of midterms sounded great when the
''experiment'' was first proposed, but I think a few things
were overlooked or simply disregarded in our administration's overzealous attempt to launch USD into the Advanced-Law School Teaching-Techniques-Socratic-Hall
of Fame.
Suffice it to say that the costs of midterms outweigh the
benefits. This is especially true when you consider that all
of the costs are real costs (i.e., loss of sleep, general exam
anxiety and loss of' 'life, liberty and the pursuit of happi··
ness' ')while the proposed benefits are speculative at best.
I know, I know ... I too am aware of the pro's of midterms-all one of them! It goes something like this: ''midterms
are deigned to ensure students are prepared for the bar by
providing much needed exam taking experience." My
question to you is, do you buy it? Well, I don't.
Sure, in theory extra exam taking seems beneficial
because it forces students to keep up in classes (or at least
cram the weekend before midterms) and perhaps assimilate material in the middle of the semester as opposed to
theend(i.e., thenightbeforethefinal). But, it seems tome
there are no real benefits from this. If there are, I've yet
to find them. In fact, the only thing I've yet to find is five
extra headaches in the middle of October.
I mean, in case you administrative policy planners
don't already know, despite all the lip service paid to the
"no stress " principle, students take midterms very seriously, perhaps as seriously as finals themselves. That' s
not the way it' s supposed to be, you say. Perhaps not, but
it doesn ' t take a rocket scientist to figure out that law
students dido ' t get to law school by being inherently noncompetitive.
It doesn't matter that an exam is five percent or 25
percent it's an "exam" with an almighty GRADE attached to it and these are law students. The result that
follows requires an inference even a Western State law
student could manage.
Similarly, it doesn't matter how many professors tell
you "not to worry, it's only 20 percent of your grade," it's
still your 20 percent. How many professors don't calculate the 20 percent into the final?
In essence, midterms only cause students to bum out
early without sufficient understanding of the "big picture '' . You end up studying bits and pieces of each course
with so little material being covered by midterms that you
end up taking the exam with a complete lack of coherency

Continued on. Page 4

Continued on Page 4

Student heated over graduation snafu
To The Editor:
Suppose each student received a memorandum from
the Law School stating the following: " Despite everything you have read and heard and relied upon to the
contrary, the Dean of the Law School is Mickey Mouse.
An election will be held to determine whether former
Dean Strachan will be reinstated.
Dean Strachen - Pros:
(Any number of legitimate and relevant reasons for
leaving things as they were relied upon ...)
Mickey Mouse - Pros:
(A number of ridiculous and vacuous reasons essentially saying 'Mickey knows how to party ...')
Oh yes, one more thing... at least 2/3 of the students
must vote or the election will be declared invalid and the
default result favors Mickey Mouse.''
The recent commencement date election was apparently modeled after something from Central America.
The memo containing the "information you should read
in order to make an informed decision'' is perhaps the
most slanted and biased bit of journalism I have ever read.
It is shocking that the institution that tyaches us to think
and read critically would so blatantly attempt to con us. I
suspect that the only ones who were fooled were those who
thought we would buy into that nonsense.
The fact that students and their families made plans
based upon the posted May 19th date (especially two marriages) should have ended the discussion. The other
factors, i.e. Bar Review conflicts, travel and accomodation costs, and the May 26th defection estimates, should
reinforce the originally published graduation date.
But the University tells us thata May 26th commencement will "be more pomp and better organized ... , have

A view from the bench

better facilities, catering, and location..., be fancier and
have less chance of screw ups.' ' When the smoke clears,
we see that graduating on May 19th requires a bit extra
work that the University simply does not want to do.
A number of questions arise. We are told that ''at least
2/3 of the affected students must cast ballots ... " What
does "affected" mean? Surely, the only ones who are
affected are those who made plans for May 19.th. What
percent majority is required to change the date back to
May 19th? Or is that to be decided after the votes are
tallied? Why is the default result May 26th?
Obviously, this forces the students who planned on the
published May 19th date to bear the burden of organizing
a sufficient voter turnout, while encouraging those who
have no preference to do nothing. This penalizes those
who act prudently.
We are told "Law School may be able to interci~de with
airlines and hotels'', and " arrangements might be made
for package deals and blocks of rooms." What do these
assurances give us? Nothing the Law School could
attempt could ease the hardships faced by those who have
already made plans.
Finally, the University exceeds the bounds of good
taste by offering the enticement of a Baccalaureate Mass
that will "count for Sunday." I was astonished that a
Catholic Institution would attempt to use the Sunday Mass
obligation as leverage.
The University should be embarrassed for putting on
this Mickey Mouse election when they so clearly already
know the graduating class prefers May 19th, and the Law
School should be embarrassed for endorsing such a sham.
David J. Oppedisano
May 19, 1990 Graduate

The recent Northern California Earthquake really put
things in perspective as far as school and life in general are
concerned.
This little column is important to me as well as being
JYart of the position of editor. However, it pales in relevant
weight to the current events of the week past, especially
when one considers that the Commissioner of Baseball
considers the World Series "a modest, little" event. True.
When considered against the pressing needs of the Bay
Area, the World Series is just a ballgame.
Important is the welfare of those in Northern California
that were and are without electricity, gas and even water
not to mention possibly a home or most tragically, a loved
one.
Banding together as a unit is what the San Francisco
and outlying areas did. They have fought against the odds
and what FDR warned was the biggest fear of all -- fear
itself.
Heroism was rampant throughout the Bay area as
normal everyday people became rescuers. Comforters.
Heroes.
The epitome-of ordinary people placed in extraordinary
circumstances was the doctor who had to perform an
·amputation on a child in order to pull him from the heaps
of concrete and steel as it rested like a sleeping giant atop
the auto he rode in. All the cars appeared from television
reports to look like poorly crushed aluminum cans.
Television reports came hot and heavy. Sometimes
abruptly sequeing to raw footage from the Marina district
... or an interview with a seismologist .. . possibly a sign of
relief from a victim. They pelted the screen with choppy
reports -- somewhat like this piece, bouncing from topic to
topic.
Salvage operations were everywhere. In the streets.
On the various bridges. In network editing rooms. In the
Motions office. Everyone was working under time constraints. In the streets. On the. bridges. At ·the stations.
Here.
Though the relatives and friends I have in the area are
not immediate and close I felt the anxiety that was present
in the ·law school lounge (the Writs) on that Tuesday
evening. I felt not only my own anxiousness but the nailbiting, what-can-I-do cloud that hovered over the room as
the throng of students would stop to here those reports
from the quake area.
Class, grades and daily life as we knew stopped for that
period and even still slowly creeps back to speed. Just as
a grandfather clock starting up might awake from a
slumber so too does the world begin again.
Like a phoenix rising up the ashes of its demise, so too
will the great Bay area. The space shuttle, which itself
moaned for normalcy has again reached a point of satisfaction . Another safe takeoff and a mission begun.
Baseball will also start up. Though the World Series is
still in a state of limbo due to the state of Candlestick Park,
baseball will live.
In a nutshell -- life goes on.
At what we may think is our darkest hour, the lesson
learned is perseverance. Put our nose to grindstone and go
on. While the Bay area may take many years to dust off
its backside and return to a more sane existence, our stay
in law school is mere three or possibly four years.
Fight the good fight. Battle on as mid-terms, com- .
mencement day (whenever that may be) and other curves
are thrown. Instead of sitting back on your heels, strive
through on your toes and get the first punch in. Applying
only half the bravery and inner strength witm~ssed the past
week will better enrich one's self as well as the surrounding community.
It takes bravery to put your nanie to an opinion,
especially so, when the opinion covers a controversial
topic. In this instance, though, it is only a touch to allow
forone of the few things I can give to the throngs that
partook and withstood the most powerful recentforce this
state has seen in years. My prayers go out to those victims,
and their families for the courageto survive.
Motions accepts unsolicted articles and letters to the editor for publication. The preferred method of submission is on a 5 1/4" IBMcompatible floppy disk with a printed copy of the article, the name
of the file and the word processing program used and the name and
phone mnnber of the author. No unsigned articles will be considered
for publication, but alticles may be published with name withheld.
The disks will be returned. The list of word processing systems compatible with our system is listed elsewhere in this issue.
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Pubfic Interest Law

California State Lottery is latest CPIL target
by June Brashares

On October 12, USD's Center for Public Interest Law (CPIL) filed a lawsuit
against the California State Lottery (CSL)
seeking to enforce the California Public
Records Act (Government Code Sections
6250 et seq.).
On June 1, 1989, CPIL made a Public
Records Act request asking for documents
in sixteen specific categories. According
to the Act, state agencies are generally
required to respond to such requests within
ten days. However, over four months have
passed since the initial request, and CSL
has yet to fully respond.
Professor Robert C. Fellmeth, Director
of CPIL, decided to seek judicial enforcement of the Act after determining that CSL
has failed to respond in good faith to CPIL's
request.
CPIL made its request as part of an
ongoing investigation of various CSL activities, the result of which may lead to a
deceptive advertising lawsuit. Fellmeth
and his assistant, CPIL intern and thirdyear USD law student Elisa D' Angelo,
have spearheaded the investigation.
The pair have identified several areas in
whicl} they believe CSL is violating state
laws against false and misleading advertising, as well as the California State Lottery
Actof1984. Such areasincludeCSL's use
of inflated future value jackpot amounts,

all unclaimed prize money to the Education Fund, as is required by the Lottery
Act.

CPIL busy on other projects

and its failure to disclose the significantly
amount, as well as CSL' s promotions of
smaller present value amounts of these
certain games as having "more ways to
prizes; CSL's failure to prominently dis- .. win" when in fact the odds of winning are
close the actual odds of winning each prize
not increased; and CSL' s refusal to revert

Student task force seeks forgiveness
program for.pub lie interest lawyers
·by Priscilla Thorner

There is a dilemma that faces many law
students at USD: the tuition we pay keeps
rising which forces students to seek highpaying jobs upon graduation when many
of us may prefer to pursue a career in the
public interest field.
Carl Eging, Director of Financial Aid,
estimates that 70 percent of USD law students in the 1988-89 school year borrowed
money. Of that 70 percent, the average
amount borrowed was $13,384.
He projects that an average of $15,084
will be borrowed in the 1989-90 school
year. (There is an average 10 percent increase in tuition each year which accounts
for the increase in the average amounts
borrowed each year.) This means an average day student accessing loans for all
three years of study will owe over $45,000,

plus interest not including any undergraduate loans outstanding.
This may not disturb a person who plans
to make $40,000 a year working in a corporate firm, but for those of us who want to
work in the pubic interest field, that sum
strikes fear in our hearts, (or bank accounts ...)

Public Interest Law demands ·
may be met through forgiveness

Public . interest practice has become
virtually inaccessible to young' attorneys
struggling to reimburse staggering educational debts. Students' career choices are
limited by rising tuition costs and high
debt burdens. As a result, legal services,
public interest and government employees
have difficulty recruiting and retaining
qualified young attorneys. Ultimately, the
legal needs of clients of legal services,
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Created in 1980, CPIL represents the
interests of the unorganized and underrepresented in state regulatory proceedings; provides an academic center of research, learning and advocacy in administrative law; and teaches direct clinic skills
in public interest regulatory law.
· Other CPIL projects have focused on
improving the discipline system of the
California State Bar and the state Board of
Medical Quality Assurance; successful
defense of Proposition 103 before the
California Supreme Court; representation
of the public in rate proceedings before the
state Public Utilities Commission; and the
abolition of unnecessary regulatory agencies.
USD law students play an active role in
the Center's efforts: second-year students
who take California Administrative Law
and Practice monitor state agencies and
write articles for publication in the Center's quarterly journal, the California Regulatory Law Reporter; and third-year students such as D' Angelo pursue in-depth
advocacy projects which provide them with
unique educational opportunities and enable them to make a contribution in the
public interest.

Grant benefits
student as well
as community

by Adan Schwartz
civil rights organizations, consumer and
environmental advocates, and other public
While many classmates were spending
interest organizations remain unmet
their summer taking courses, working in
Harvard Law School established the
clerking positions, or vacationing from the
firs t loan repayment assistance plan in
law altogether, first year student David
1974. Since that time 22 schools have
Carducci
was playing a significant role in
succeeded in establishing loan repayment
the
battle
against consumer fraud. As the
programs, including USC, Stanford, and
recipient of a summer internship grant
UC Berkeley. Fifty schools are advocating
from the More Hall Public Interest Law
for these programs.
Foundation, Carducci was able to work
The USD Loan Repayment Task Force
full time for Legal Aid of San Diego. His
(LRAP) is an ad hoc student group which
direct involvement, both in individual plainadvocates implementing a loan repayment
tiff's cases and class action suits, provided
program at our law school. LRAPs are
a
valuable perspective on the first year of
post-graduate financial aid programs which
law
school.
assist law school graduates pursuing lowThe Legal Aid society offers legal servpaying public interest positions in repayices to those who cannot afford an attoring their loans. Loan assistance plans offer
It assists in many areas of the law
ney.
a more efficient allocation of scarce finanincluding criminal, housing, immigration,
cial aid resources to those who are most
and consumer protection. Carducci points
severely burdened by their educational debts
out that the typical Legal Aid client is
.as a result of their career choice.
merely struggling to survive. Their legal
An LRAP would allow a qualified graduproblems often involve things most Ameriate to pay only a fixed percentage of his/
cans take for granted such as food, shelter,
her disposable income toward the educaor
a dependable car to take them to work.
tion31 loans. The school then assists the
In fact, automobiles were the recurring
graduate in paying hjs/her debts by defertheme in Carducci's summer work, as the
ring and/or forgiving the remainder of the
opposition was often a used car salesman.
loans.
Beca\lse of the large number of clients
. . LRAPs are different from other finanand few staff attorneys at Legal Aid, Carcial aid plans in. thre~ respects. First, aid
ducci found himself handling far more
begins after graduation. Second, it is conresponsibility than he expected coming
tingent on the type of employµient pursued
out of his first year.· Some of his assignby the graduate. Finally, it varies accordments included drafting letters to opposing
ing to the graduate's total income.
parties, a response to a demand for docuLoan assistance programs derive their
ments, a complaint, .and both ·trial and
funding from a wide range of sources,
appellate briefs. In addition to this responincluding school administrations, alumni,
sibility, Carducci found it gratifying to be
the federal government, foundations, state
helping people wpo, but for his work,
legislative programs and the local business
might have no legal representation.
community.
The MHPILF offers summer public
For those interested in learning more
interest
internship grants in the spring of
about LRAPs, a general meeting will be
each year. The funds for these grants are
held the first week of November. Look in
,.raise.<\ in MHPILF' s .spring fund raising
Sidebar for details. Also, a$urvey will be
dtiV'e. MHP1LF is able to'.ehannel all the ·
conducted dllring the :week of October 23.
·money' Cionated·by students, faculty, and'
All students who have accessed student
alumni directly to students working in the
loans are asked to please participate. We
public interest. Both MHPILF and the
would like to know how many students are
Career Planning Office offer information
interested in pursuing careers in public
to help students find suitable public inter.interest law but feel that their debt may
est
positions.
prevent them from doing so.

.. .
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The Great Mid-Term Debate
co,n
before and during the exams, isn't that
kind of the idea as well? You've heard the
come once in December and once in May.
cliches on this point ("if you fall off a
horse... " and "when the going gets
In the midst of droning monotony and
widespread apathy, midterms at least institough ... '', etc.). The point is, in an adv er-·
gate some action around here.
sary system, we shouldn't be afraid of a
Even if it is only nervous energy, people
little adversity, and the judge won 'talways
are moving and responding, not, as Petergrant a continuance. fact we should live
freund is fond of describing us,' 'the walkfor a few added challenges. You just have
ing dead."
to get in there and kick some butt, or get
More importantly, there is an extremely
yourown butt kicked; either way, getin the
large and difficult law exam waiting for us
game and play, and probably even take
out there, a monstrosity of unspeakable
few bruises, butdon'ttakeitsopersonally.
pain and torture called ''the bar exam'',
In the long run I think it's good for you, at
that is looming ominously over each and
least to build up some immunity. (Dare I
every one of our heads like a huge guillosay ''it builds character,'' or will everyone
get sick if they here that one even one more
tine ready to, I don't know ,just not be nice
to us. I want all the practice I can get for
time?) ·
that nightmare, thank-you.
If nothing else, there is certain satisfacI mean, no boxer in his right mind
tioninknowingthatmidtermscausejustas
would jump in the ring with Mike Tyson
much- work and hassle for professors as
without first knocking down a few lesser
they do for students. By handing in your
opponents beforehand, if for nothing else
exam, you' re giving them work to do, for a
than to build some confidence. Before
change. (' 'Hah, you may have kicked my
taking on the California Bar, I want to go a
butt, you self-righteous weenie, but you
few rounds with a Robin Givens or two.
still have to try to decipher this mess.")
The beauty with midterms is, you get a
Midterms also give you the perfect
run-through before the heat is on, before
comeback for not being prepared for class
the pressure fries your nerve endings to
during the post-exam period ("No, I havebacon. You get to kick back with only 20
n 't done the readiµg, have you corrected
percent or 30 percent of one class on the
my exam?").
line, see where the professor is coming
Which brings up my last point: what's
from and take him or her on before the
the big deal?
stakes are high.
I suspect that professors who are op1kind oflike the idea of then being able
posed to midterms don ' t appreciate the
to come to bat a second time around (at added work and headaches they bring.
finals), knowing what the pitcher might
Amongstudents,thecompetitivenatureof
throw. It takes away from the ' ' well, it's a
law students may play apart in their hatred
craps game anyway, here's hoping I roll a
of midterms. The sharks begin to circle
seven" that characterizes law school exand the fangs come out: "I'm going to get
ams,especiallywhenyoudon'tknowwhat the power job before you do, loser, so
a professor is lopki,ng for in 'ln answer. . move it." It's tl;)is looking.down the ~oad
'
(And who knows·whatkin~ of games
some · .and
· 0 er the shoulder,
· . ttfat causes
. the anX,iof these wigged-out prpfessors will spring, ety, which quickly ttirns to oitterness. '-on us at finals. Bert's Property final, 1988,
To this, I suggest one thing: lighten up.
anyone?)
And stop swearing so much; it's f--ing
And even if we do stress out a little
unprofessional.

Continued from Page 2
this is what we're here for. Clients don't

In

Continued from Page 2
regarding the subject tested. Consequently,
any benefit of exam taking is quickly
swallowed up by the stress and burnout
involved in preparing for and taking midterms.
All this creates a paradoxical situation.
The ultimate paradox is that a high score
· on your midterm will not ensure you of a
good grade in the'class regardless of the
relative worth (percentage-wise) of the
midterm, while a low score, on the other
hand, will keep you out of the ''A'' range.
Hence even if you stress out and do well
· on the midterm, you still have to stress out
and do well on the final. .Whereas, if you
do poorly on the midterm you will be kept
out of the "A" range regardless of_your
score on the final (assuming you 're not
Warren or Brandeis on the final) . .You
can't win. You either stress out and do
well, in which case you simply must repeat
your performance on the final, or you
stress out and do poorly, in which case
your sunk.
All of this is aggravated by a complete
lack of commitment on the part of the
administration tocreateaconducivestudy/
exam taking environment. For instance,
last semester I was forced to to leave my
seat in the middle of an exam to explain to
the USD maintenance crew that we were
• taking a midterm and that sledge-hammering chunks of concrete off the side of the
building could have just a small effect on
your concentration. This semester I thought
things would be different given the new
"Legal Research Center" and all.
Wrong. For three consecutive nights
the fire alarm went off, forcing us to clear
, oqt qf the library aµd _seek medical treat' 'ment for.punctut_e d:eafdtbms. Maybe this
was an "experiment" "too.
Finally, on the fourth day of ''library

sanctity,'' it seems someone had forgotten
to tell Trepte Construct;ion that it was exams
week. Based on my past construction
experience, my guess is that it was a 90pound Jack Hammer being held into a side
wall--no doubt a necessary endeavor--yet
paramount to allowing students who pay
$11,000 a year tuition time to study before
an exam? I think not.
Additionally, USD should pay all of
those who own those fancy "Euro" car
alarms to deactivate them during midterm
week. Listening to one of those makes
multiple choice exams even more of random than they already are.
Finally, the big question is this: is this
graduate school or not? Is it really necessary to slap on the "law school training
wheels" in favorofthe ol' undergraduate
quiz-midterm-final cycle? Frankly, I was
excited to get away from the undergrad
hand-holding mode. At this point, (actually probably sooner,) all of you ".diligent
law students'', pseudo-law review no doubt,
are saying something like: "I think midterms are good because they give me some
indication of the professor's wants and
grading style. Plus, I don't mind them
because I'm already caught up and have
outlined all my classes a week before
midterms.''
Well that's just fine Mr. and Mrs. Diligent, but did you ever stop to think that you
are the one losing? Did you ever stop to
think that the unprepared students over
whom you previously had a very real edge
are now going to be.caught up (at least to
the midterm) and thus you lose the fruits of
your labor? It's true.
In short,midterms are for the lazy and
the weak. They force motivation into
those who don't have it, and penalize ,those
who do. To quote a fellow student: ''let's
stop the madness'' and do away with these
burdensome "law school training wheels."

Counseling ceµter suggests better time management

this same approach throughout the day
Experiment with a method of planning
until the fear lessens.
an.d organizing your time. You may want
to purchase an appointment book that Do Your Best and Consider It a
Now that midterm exams are behind provides an hourly schedule for each day Success
you it may be an opportune time to exam-. of the week For projects due a month from
Most people spend time minimizing
ine your time managementskiUs.
now, consider photocopying several months losses rather than maximizing gains. If
Using your time effectively ,means sefrom a large calendar so that you can see you 're willing to accept initial failures on
lecting the best task to do from all the
the entirl! semester at one glance.
your way to success, you' II find the energy
possipilities available an'd then doing it th'e .
Create quiet time for yourself. Block you need to keep working toward your
best way. The following tips may ·be
out time each day for "heavy" thinking. goals. Each "mistake" brings you closer
useful strategies to,adQpt.
.. 1
This is your time to plan out your activities . to eventual success.
and .ey.i,iluate your efforts from the previIt's as basic .~s ABC
Use the ABC Priority system: wri~e a .· ous day.
capital letter "A" ' to the )eft of those
Swiss Cheese Method
activities that have.high value'to you for ' · >Brehlc ·ciown overwhelming tasks into
today; a'' B'; for those with medium value; ' smaller tasks, similar to taking small bites
and a'"C" for those with low value.
out of a piece of cheese. Ask yourself to Continued from Page 1
Items marked ''A'' should be those that
list t_he steps necessary to complete this
yield ~e most value. You get the most out overwhelming task and do the first step.
of your time by doing the A's first and
Allow time each day to complete a seg- versity may pose, nonetheless optimistically proposed that "we go back to the
saving the B's ·and C's for later. . Taking' ment ofthe task.
·drawing
board.'' SBA President Starr Lee
account of the time of day and the.urgency
Take advantage of your moods. Use
echoed,
saying that if a commencement
of the items, you can break them down
your moods to your advantage. You may
became
the law school' s responsibility,
further so that ''A'' items become A-1, Anot feel like reading in the morning, but
"we could pull it off," adding "there's
2, A-3, A-4.
you may feellike outlining or making flash
nothing so difficult about it, but we'll need
ABC's change overtime. Today's "A"
cards. Put your moods to work for you.
help, Students are going to have to get
may become tomorrow's "C", while toLearn To Say "No"
involved."
day's "C" becomes tomorrow's "A."
Sometimes a good solution is to say
Dean Strachan, remaining upbeat after
Set priorities continually, considering the
•'No' • to certain requests. This one word, the meeting and subsequent vote, agreed:
best use of your time 'right now.
used with courtesy, can save you a great " It's no longer a fiasco, but an example of
When you are overwhelmed, become
deal of time.
the power of the vote. If that (a ·May 19
more comfortable with not doing C's. The Don't Let Fear Get In Your
graduation)
is what the ~tudent' s want,
80/20 rule suggests that in a -list of 10
we'll make it work. We'll make it as good ·
items, doing 10 of them will yield most (80 , Way
as we possibly can," adding "but everypercent) of the value. Fing these two, label
Fear is often at the root of most avoidone is going .to have to help.''
them "A" ,get,rpem don~i ''!>eave rnostof .. ance. You may not be able to rid yourself
Indeed, the undertaking will be no small
the other eight \in:idon(bec~use the val\le
of fear, but you can contain it. Face
one, espec,:ially without the .university's
you '11 get fro111 them wiU-.b~ significantly·. unple~sant tasks squarely. Reserve a small
cooperation. As explained by Tonr: Abless than . that of the twq . highest-value . amount of time to work. on an unpleasant
batangelo, a graduating law student who as
items.
task, then quit when yourtime is up. Apply
an undergraduate at USD was President of
by Pam Culley-McCullough, Ed.D ·
Senior Staff Psy~hqlogist/USDCC .

I

Source of information: "How To Get
Control Of Your Time And Your Life," by
Alan Lakein.
If you would like further information
about time management or study skills,
contact the USDCC. It is located in Serra
Hall 303.
The hours of operation are Moµday
through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Appointments may be made in person or
by phone by calling 260-4655.
·

' .: . .

Us'e:The

Graduation:. Vote settles fiasco
the student body: "If she (Sister Furay)
doesn't want something to happen, it won't
happen. If the law school is going to do it
on the 19th, we've got to do it entirely on
our own. The law school will be the
renegade; this is the first time this is going
to happen."
While it may in fact be a renegade
undertaking, Dean Strachan and others
remain optimistic. Says Strachan: ''When
all the dust settles, it might be a very good
thing; it will bring everyone together." ·
Carrie Wilson, who will now begin
organizing much of the affair, outlines the
situation as one in which "we can make it
a really neat thing., There are lot
creative people here. it may cost us a iittle.
bfrmore, butifwecan'taffordit, we'lljust
.j
have to get more creative. . . -- · -,:~:-,- .
' A.nd stuQents, tQ be·stlfe, are satisfied: .
most 'bar review courses statl on May 21., , " ,: -.
meaning graduates can 'celebrate. giadu-'_. ' -ation with famt!y ' and friends.before ·tfie ',;; /, courses begin, Tattier than having to take . . '
time out from bar review for graduation.
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1HE GOLD CARD® ASPECIAL MEMBERSHIP OPPORTUNITY

FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS EXCLUSIVELY.
Take advantage of this special opportunity to become a Gold Card member.
American Express will approve your
application based upon your status as a
graduate student. Your acceptance will
not be dependent on employment and
income history. As long as you have no
negative credit history and no negative
American Express experience, you can
soon be carrying the Gold Card.
And you need only call to apply. Any
time, day or night, 24 hours a day. There
is no lengthy application to complete.
Once you receive the Gold Card, you
can begin enjoying the many benefits of
this distinguished membership, including: Worldwide check-cashing privileges. Emergency Card replacement
(usually by the next business day). A
complimentary 24-hour, toll-free travel
service. As well as in,surance protection
for your Gold Card p!Jrchases.
T he Gold Card. Available to you now
on this exclusive basis from American
Express. Call today to apply.

The Gold Card®
•
<!!>

TRAVEL
RELATED

SERVICES

An Ameriean Express company

© 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.

1-800-648-4420
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Charity Run seeks volunteers and racers

The Home of Guiding Hands needs 200
volunteers for the Third Annual IDS San
Diego Harbor Run & Walk scheduled for
Sunday, November 19, 1989.
Volunteers will mark the course, direct
the runners and walkers along the course,
serve refreshments, register entrants, work
at aid stations giving out water, act as
timers and help at the finish line. Most
volunteers will be needed from 5 a.m. to
10:30 a.m.
A free Fruit of the Loom "official" 'rshirt, free coffee, free refreshments, a free
one carat cubic simulated diamond from
Brand Discount Jewelers, 2-for-l admission to the Star of India and the Berkeley,

a free ride on the Broadway Flying Horses
Carousel in Seaport Village, free Bullfrog
Sunblock, free Uptime and more will be
given to each volunteer.
This benefit Run & Walk is sponsored
by IDS Financial Services, an American
Express Company, and co-sponsored by
the law firm of Higgs, Fletcher & Mack
and the Rowing Club Chart House in Embarcadero Marina Park. Proceeds benefit
the Home of Guiding Hands, a non-profit
organization, which provides a residential
facility for the developmentally disabled.
The race itself will be held along the
beautiful downtown waterfront starting at
7:30 a.m. Runners and walkers will have

their chance to help the developmentally
disabled by entering and lining up sponsors.
The Run & Walk includes a party
featuring entertainment by a dixieland jazz
band. A prize drawing will be held for the
likes of a trip for two, Rowing Club Chart
House dinners, Taste of the Town Discount books and San Diego Harbor Excursions. The start and finish will be on the
board walk at the foot of the Embarcadero
Marina Parle at the foot of Fifth Avenue.Gads
of food will be available including chili,
fruit, Kashi cereal, yogurt, Pepsi and popcorn. Palomar Mountain Spring Water
and Gookinaid aid stations will offer relief

from thirst along the course.
Just for entering the event, all participants will receive similar goodies to that of
the volunteers.Race results will be provided.
Entry forms may be picked up at IDS
Financial Services, Seaport Village, Home
of Guiding Hands, Lacye & Associates
and most athletic stores. There will be
day-of-event registration in the Embarcadero Marina Park at the foot of Fifth
A venue from 5:45 to 7:00 a.m.; however,
early registration is encouraged.
People able to volunteer their time to
help the Home of Guiding Hands should
contact Lyn Lacye at 236-0842 or Tina
RomineaL.~48::3700.

ichbar review
really lays down
the law?
I

D Bar
reviews that
provide ''outlines.''

Kaplan-SMH Bar
Review Services
which provides you
with full narrative
texts for all of the
subjects you will see
on your bar exam.

Ask The Right QUestions,
Get rhe Righ( Ansvvers.
.-,

.,·

Seeyour Campus Rep, or call:

KAPlAN..SMH
STANLEYH.

BAR REVIEW SERVICES
(800) 223·1782 (800)343·9188
© 1987 Kaplan-SMH

Barbara McDonald

277-6744
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Russian art at
USD Gallery
In recognition of the San Diego Soviet
Arts Festival,' 'Paintings by the Childgren
of Leningrad'' will open at Founders Gallery on Tuesday, Sept. 5, and run through
Oct. 31 at the University of San Diego.
"Paintings" will be one of two Gallery
exhibits tied to the festival. The second
will be conversely, "An American Child's
View of Russia''
Founders Gallery exhibits are free and
open to the public from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays. For additional information,
call Prof. Therese Whitcomb, gallery director, at 260-4600.

Faberge eggs top museum exhibits
For the second year in a row, 21 museums and cultural institutions of the city
have joined together in a month-long celebration to introduce the citizens of San
Diego to the variety of opportunities that
year-round to explore, enjoy and enrich
their lives.
Mayor Maureen O'Connor is acting
honorary chair during Museum Month,
October 1 through November 4, 1989,
according to Sharon Omahen, President of
the Inter-Museum Promotion Council
(IMPC)~

Members of the IMPC, an organization
supported by city funds and membership

dues dedicated to the promotion of San
Diego's fine museums, will highlight their
permanent collections and new exhibitions.
Several museums have planned special
events, tours and lectures during the monthlong event open to the general public.
Visitors will be rewarded with a variety of
prizes for attending all participating institutions.
Some of the special exhibits and events
include: "Race the Wind," an OMNIMAX film at the Reuben H. Fleet Space
Theater that shows how high technology is
used in sailing; a Hall of Champions presentation entitled'' Sports Feelings'' that is

a Sports Illustrated joint U.S ./Soviet pr9ject and the fabulous display at the Museum
of Art' 'Faberge: The Imperial Eggs,'' the
largest assemblage of Faberge Imperial
Eggs.
The Faberge ex.hibit features a variety
of eggs from the collections of multi-millionaire publisher Malcolm Forbes, Padres
owner Joan Kroc and the Kremlin.
Brochures and maps for Museum Month
are available at all participating museums.
The IMPC may be called for more information at 232-6297.

Hallow-een Party
Sponsored by SBA-PAD
Specia{ thank§ to P.fJL'lJ and Afore Jfa{{ PIL:f
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· Tomorrow.
Wabash Hall
Friday, October 27
8 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.

UNIVERSITY

MAP

SOUTHEAST CORNER OF
805 AND UNIVERSITY AVE.
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Prizes for Best Costumes

13 Kegs Beer, Food, Dancing, Fun
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.Computers in ·Law •

• •

Hi-tech integration "Within legal -world
by Charles D. Hrvatin
Are robot lawyers the wave of the
future?
Well, one never knows.
The computer age is in midstream
and the legal profession is taking full
advantage of it. Just a peek into a legal
office, courtroom or law library tells
the tale of technology and the law
meeting head-on for hopefully the betterment of all.
San Diego-based PDH Computer Systems is in the business of offering a full
range of expert business computer services, including sales, support and training, including the Court-mandated Fast
Track System. They have also taken
full advantage of the legal community
-- providing specialized business automation solutions for more than 75 leading law firms in San Diego as well aS
Big Eight accounting fmns, insurance
companies and other professionals.

ATMs. It may be hard to picture but just
ponder the potential.
It's 10 o'clock at night and you decide
that instead of going to court at 7:00 a.m.,
to wait in line -- only to wait for your name

is obvious by recent court cases that computers are definitely a hot topic in the
world oflaw. J us tread the licensing agreement on your personal computer's software.

State of the art
tools speed
legal research
by Mitchell Kam

SD office installation

Recently, PDH was retained by the
law fmn of Newell, Balistrari & Dorrigan in Mission Valley. According to
Daniel Pfeffer, PDH president, the
company is providing full computer
automation systems. Included in the
$30,000 contract is installation of both
hardware and software systems in addition to staff training.
Over summer, PDH handled automation of Mulvaney & Kahan, a 25attomey downtown office. That contract consisted of a $125,000 agreement to include hardware and software
specially designed for word processL
ing, financial accounting and legal case
management.
By the number of zeros behind the
dollar sign it is obvious that it is a far
from an inexpensive operation to automate a law office. However, without
inter-office automation a firm may
already be behind the times.
Students here at USD are now capable of interfacing from home via a
modem with both LEXIS and WES TLAW legal research services. At the
professional level it is getting even
more advanced with technical advances
creating a whole network of possibilities for the legal practitioner.

Future of the Field

IL was reported in the October 16,
1989 issue of California Law Business
(Section III of the Los Angeles Daily
Journal) that LANs or Local Area
Network systems are being used to
increase productivity in the legal setting. Though only a few L.A. firms
reportedly use LANs, use in the Northeast, specifically New York, has seemed
to start a trend of availability throughout law offices.
One of the key features of LANs is
electronic mail which allows for a rapid
and steady flow of communication between all levels of the law office with
the potential of reaching clients that
have a modem and similar software.
Besides the communication factor,
LANs also are capable of linking word
processing, financial information and
document management.
With this process and future advances it may just be possible to see the
present molasses-like judicial system
advanced through fast-track and automation to a level of high-tech, not to
mention expeditious adjudication.

ATM adjudication?

Witness the ideas presented in the

San Diego Daily Transcript's April Law

Week issue. San Diego Municipal Court
Administrator Kent Pedersen postulated
over the possibility of Municipal Court

Just another everyday occurrence. A student in the Legal researrch Center is .
seen P,ecking l:1.WW on a laptop compute~.
to be called and wait longer, you will just
Anything drafted at that level is ripe for
put your card in the ATM and plead 0ut to
litigation.
traffic school. Human time and compasPresently, there is much discussion over
sion is spared as well as the ever present · copyright protection for both the software
savings of judicial expense.
and the display screens in the specific
There are many ways that the computer
arena of video game displays.
will work for you the user as well as you
The courts are split and no true enlightthe attorney. First, the most obvious windenment from the Supreme Court is apparfall is the ability to edit and rewrite at the
ent. Some cases set down standards such
flick of switch or push of a button. Next,
as Whelan v. Jaslow Dental (797 F.2d
with a high quality printer, correspondence
1222, 3d Cir.) where the court held that
and legal papers are done with a profescopyright protection extended to a broader
segment.of the program's structure.
sional look -- confidence, saying "I'm a
Also, the state of the art almost dewinner!''
mands a continuing check on competing
The legal community has been historisystems. With the IBM-PC the industry
cally slow to change, especially as far as
standard other systems have to mind their
installing computers. Now is the time
Ps and Qs when utilizing the present techthough. Technology has advanced to a
nology.
level that allows most firms to set up their
All this and more a~.ait the novice pracoffices with efficient business systems and
titioner and sometimes even the wily vetspecialized legal programs that take into
eran barrister. The law school even has a
consideration the needs of a law office.
class offered right on point with ComputBriefs, court documents, memoranda, client
ers in Law.
correspondence and financial needs can all
The possibilities are endless.
be taken care of completely within the law
Hence, the ·point should be taken here
office setting.
that
computers are not going to go away
Case law also prevalent
and
despite power failures, viruses and
The ramifications of computers in law
human error time marches on ... just like
are not confined to the use and application
~obby the Robot.
of the recent technology for ti)e office. It

Computer-assisted legal
research now available at home
by JoAnne Roake
Head of Reference

If you are a currently enrolled law student and have a compatible personal
computer and modem, you can now take
advantage of LEXIS and WESTLAW at
home. These services are available as part
of the law school subscriptions and are
available to you for the cost of a local
phone call.
The Legal Research Center currently
has a LEXIS/NEXIS software package
available for overnight check-out. Please
inquire at the Circulation Desk for details.

WESTLAW is offering a two-hour block
of home research time to students who
complete a training session at the WES TLAW San Diego office. Students should
contact Gloria Regensberg, reprs:sentative
for WESTLA Wat (213) 629-5088 in order
to sign up for classes.
These services offer students an exciting possibility to become more proficient
WESTLAW or LEXIS Users. Stop·by the
Reference Desk or call 260-4612 if you
have any additional questions.

After working diligently all semesterlong, you've received a high pass in
Lawyering Skills I. Your research
skills are well developed; you' ve got it
down to a science after days of paging
through reporters, treatises and the like.
However, your appellate brief is due in
the morning, and the hours are clicking
away. It's looking like another one of
those all-nighters. You may be losing
hope, but a solution does exist.
Many law firms now utilize computer-assisted systems for legal research.
The two leading systems are LEXIS
(developed by Mead Data Central) and
WESTLAW (developed by WestPub. lishing). BothLEXISandWESTLAW
''contain large databases .o f federal and
state cases, statutes and other legal
information. The databases are divided into "libraries." For example,
the "States Library" located on LEXIS
contains cases from all the states. This
library is further divided into "sub-libraries'' for each separate state. The
California "sub-library" contains cases,
statutes and other information relating
to legal matters within California.
The user of computer-assisted sys'tems must necessarily be versed in the
methods utilized during a manual search.
Much like non-computerized research,
a typical search employing LEXIS or
WESTLAW begins with a set of descriptive words. For example, the word
"negligence" might be used for a situation where a plaintiff was injured in
the workplace as a result of safety
. violations committed by the employing firm. However, having the computer search for the word negligence
would yield literally hundreds ofcases.
Computer-assisted systems bypass
this problematic result by allowing the
user to string various descriptive words
together that define the research situation much more precisely. Negligence might be strung together with
words and phrases such as duty of care,
working conditions, safety requirements, employer-employee, to name a
. few. After some experimentation with
a number of word combinations, the
researcher should discover a workable
number of excellent authorities to begin
the analysis.
Arter the reading and analysis of
selected useable cases, the researcher
may also Shepardize the materials using
either computer-assisted system. With
everything read, analyzed and Shepardized, the researcher is all set to
write. So where do you learn abqut
these great computer services? All
· students are instructed in the use of
both LEXIS and WESTLAW during

Continued on Page 9
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More Computers in Law

Computers in La-w: Bright lights -with a dark side
by Lincoln 8 . Smith

Before starting in law school last
year, I spent many years as a computer
nerd. Looking forward to using my
computer background to good effect in
the study oflaw, I planned a computeraided approach to law school. After
one year, I've seen that computers in
law are working much the same miracles that they are in business.
Word processors make fancy documents, spread sheets generate impressive calculations, and databases organize massive amounts of information.
But watching all this technology simmer, I see some evidence of scum
bubbling around the edges ...

Word Processors

Once considered esoteric fixations
of the technocracy, word processors
have become commonplace in business and education. They are now
infiltrating the home and probably even
the bedroom. The personal computer
revolution has made computing affordable for the masses, and effective marketing technology has placed PC's at
the top of the "must have" list. There
may not be a single major U.S. corporation that today is computer-free.
Computers are cheap, easy and "in".
At USD Law School, most of us
have seen or heard of classes attended
by key-clicking note takers. They walk
in porting battery-powered brains that
probably gobble up all the juicy information disgorged in class and then spit
iL oul at night in perfectly formatted
outlines.
Papers written on real typewriters
are becoming a novelty. The other day,
I found a classmate complaining about
having to re-write a paper and suddenly
realized in astonishment that she intended to re-write the entire paper, not
just change the sections that needed
editing. she had actually typed the
thing out by hand!
Most people know that computers
today check spelling. It's less widely
known that some personal computers

State of the art
tools speed.
legal research
Continued from Page 8
the second semester of the Lawyering
Skills I program.
Currently, the USD Legal Research
Center (LRC) provides two LEXIS and
two WESTLAW computer terminals.
The terminals are available from 8 a.m.
until 11 p.m. daily with the exception
of Friday and Saturday. On Fridays,
the terminals go off-line at 10 p.m., and
on Saturdays, LEXIS may be used until
7 p.m. and WESTLA W until 8 p.m.
The LRC conducts refresher courses
periodically during the year. Tutorial
programs are also available at the LRC.
While LEXIS and WESTLAW can
speed up the research process, all legal
researchers should maintain the skills
developed during non-computer-assisted
research. The resources of a computer
are not always available.
Furthermore, a computer will not
read and analyze the cases that are
discovered. Until technology develops
to another level, the reading, analysis,
and writing will be up to you.

have a "context checker" as well. This
feature actually scans the entire sentence,
identifies parts of speech, and recognizes
erroneous usage of words. My computer
doesn't do this, but I am hoping to install a
little program that should send First-Years
into paroxysms of ecstacy: it checks citation sentences. If it finds a citation with
improper syntax, it corrects it.
In Lawyering Skills last year, I endured
the tedium of generating the table of authorities by hand-sifting through all the
references and collating the page numbers.
Never again. This year, I use a word
processor that automatically generates table
of authorities, index, and table of contents.
Next year, I hope to find ont< that just takes
the topic, the issues, the side I'm on and
writes the brief.
Seriously, though, there is a legitimate
question in the use of this marvelous technology whether the quality delivered in the
end product is improved. No doubt there's
more of it, and it looks nicer coming out of
a laser printer. But I sometimes wonder
whether the professors can see through the
pretty wrapper (sometimes I hope they
can't). Even though I'm totally helpless
without my word processor, I wonder
wh001er it improves my work product, or
just increases the volume. And the fact of
my dependance bothers me. I honestly
doubt that I could write a paper or prepare
for class without a computer. Doesn't that
mean that the computer, which should be
perceived as a tool for improving/orm has
somehow taken control of substance as
well?

Spread Sheets and Calculators

My law school career so far has involved no use of spread sheets or calculators. Even in Remedies last year, I resisted
getting drawn into 'Rithmetic. But in a
visit to the Courthouse this year, I saw that
lawyers are getting spread sheets into the
jurisprudential act.
A spread sheet is basically an automated bank of calculators. It's a table of
rows and columns, and each row and column represents a formula. You can specify the formulas, and when you hit the
"EXECUTE" button, all the calculators
do their thing and display the answers in
each "cell". The result appearing in each
cell comes from the combination of the
row/column formulae, incorporating
numbers and results from other cells if
desired. Spread sheets have tremendous
power.
Spread sheets are dandy for calculating
damages, though this is hardly a challenging application for them. First, they can
tally up all the itemized expenses. All you
do is enter the amounts, and the spread
sheet calculator does the math. Then, they
can compound interest. This is done with
a built-in function that is probably precise
to the second and never forgets hundredths
of cents. Naturally, penalties of any percentage you like, or fixed amounts, are no
problem, and the penalties, too can accumulate interest.
But that's not the end of it. Spreadsheets were originally designed to do projections. With a few numbers and a formula, a spread sheet can project future
medical expenses based on past costs,
incorporating current trends in medical
rates, and correcting for changes in the
cost of living. Then, the grand total can be
converted into 1989 dollars using a verified factor for the time value of money.
Does that sound impressive? Confusing?
I hope this gibberish has you confused,
· because the point is that spreadsheets permit you to do lots of things that you really
don ' t understand at all. If you watch
someone working on a spread sheet for

long, you're sure to hear them mutter
something to the effect of ''Oh S_!
What did it do now!?!'' Lots of times, we
couldn't explain it if we tried. Nonetheless, we can make some "adjustments"
and get a "good result" out. Dazzled by
the process, but dazzling with the results,
we are spreadsheet-savvy.
Spread sheets don't stop with complex
calculations. They do all this mysterious
work and then they generate fully filled out
tables displaying exactly how the results
were reached. After that, they draw multicolor graphs that show, at a glance, how
simple and devoid of error their results are.
I've got to think this is a lawyer's dream
come true. If anyone has the temerity to
question the big, brilliant, bold-printed
graphs, she just turns to the table and
pounds home, step-by-step, figure-by-figure, the reason that the conclusion in the
graph is incontrovertible.
Now, this is very effective and wonderful, but it raises a question very similar to
thatraised by word processors. Is the final
product better? It looks good, but what
does it mean? People are impressed by
graphs and tables, and terms like' 'normalized return". Cheap, widely available
computer technology permits untrained and
sometimes uninformed lawyers to flood
juries with pretty paperwork. Is this desirable?
If the technology were unavailable, many
lawyers would be unable to make sophisticated mathematical projections. They might
have to either omit or simplify the projections, or hire an expert: But I w onder if that
limitation is in the long run detrimental.
Perhaps the jury could make more informed decisions with less information, or
with ·''more human'' information. Or
perhaps an expert would identify errors or
false assumptions that otherwise might find
their 'Nay to the jury. Just possibly, an
expert could offer some professional conscience, and veto presentation of misleading or inappropriate projections. Instead,
using computers, a lawyer can just punch a
button and develop a .ream of appendices
projecting damages into the 21st century.
Very persuasive appendices.

Databases

More than word processors or spreadsheets, databases scare me. That's because databases are more mysterious. Most
people don' tknow what a database is, even
though they may use the term. A simplified description of a database is ''an organization of information that permits
submission of broad questions and generation of answers based on characteristics of
the data.''
This is meaningful to anyone who already knows what a database is, but it
probably doesn't help you if you 're trying
to learn. That's how databases work generally. If you know what they contain and
how they work, you understand their results. If not, you just incant some grateful
''Ave's'' , cross yourself, and file the printout. Database design today has proudly
achieved that level of advancement that
permits completely ignornnt and uninformed
users easy access--they're user friendly.
LEXIS and WESTLAW are databases.
You insert a question, and if an answer
comes out that you like, you gleefully
insert it into your argument and cite the
case (after hitting the shepardize button).
If you don'tlike the answer, you try different questions until you find one tha~ produces a nice answer. People who are
"LEXIS-Literate" can find nice answers
faster.
But in legal research, " niceness" and
speed: may not be the crucial factors in

evaluating answers. Some inexperienced
students still harbor the belief that legal
research has, as one of its objects, meaningfulness. My observations indicate
that the undisciplined use of legal databases for research subordinates meaningfulness and instead systematically
rewards conformity with the database
creators.
The first lesson for the newcomer to
LEXIS is how to " phrase a query" .
Think about that. It implies that we
don' t know how to phrase a query. I'm
confused by the notion that we, who
have spent sixteen or more years in formal education, asking questions every
day, don't know how to phrase a query.
" Well, it must be a valid query," the
lexis instructor says. The truth is that it
must conform to the LEXIS syntax rules.
No LEXIS novice conforms to syntax
rules because she wants to, or because
she thinks it's better to. We do it because we have to. LEXIS explains that
the information is stored in complex
indexed-tree structures that permit fast
and efficient access to tremendous volumes of data, but the access must be
achieved via carefully controlled channels. Somehow, the need for a stilted
and artificial syntax is tied to the volume
·of data involved. Since it is that very
volume that makes database research so
appealing, we conform to the syntax
rules.
It's such a challenge trying to master
the syntax, that it's easy to forget that the

Continued on Page 10

New program
for document
•
comparison
available

Apple Macintosh users may be pleased
to hear that the latest fruit from or rather
for the computer tree comes in the form
ofDocuComp. The powerful new document comparison program for Macintosh use was made available this summer by Advanced Software, Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif.
DocuComp uses a patented pattern
recognition technology to compare two
versions of a word processing file and
report changes as minor as an inserted
comma and.as a major as a complete rearrangement of text.
- The program shows changes made to
any vital business, legal or technical
document that is periodically updated or
revised. Working with the drats and
redrafts seen in the legal setting,
Docucomp may be just what the doctor
ordered or in this case the legal practitioner.
A special mode is also available for
showing changes made to the source
code listings for computer programmers.
Three useful comparisons are available in the DocuComp program. The
trio includes: a two-paneled comparison
window which simultaneously shows corresponding sections of the compared documents; a saved or printed composite
document and a ·comparison summary
providing information about the two documents.
DocuComp supports MacWrite II,
Word,' Wordperfect, WriteNow and
ASCII files. Single-user and network
versions are also available for IBM and
compatible PCs.
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-c omputers in La-w:Bright lights -with a dark side
Continued on Page 10
object is to answer legal questions. In
twisting and contorting our questions to
match the requirements of a data structure,
can we be sure that the questions remain
substantively unchanged?
My own experience indicates not. I
find more often than not that the question
I end up getting answered tends to be
significantly different than theoneI started
with.
Consider the implications that this
phenomenon holds when extrapolated to
the actual information in the database.
Like the query, the data have been carefully re-structured. Unlike the query, the
data cannot be accessed directly by the
user. The result is that the user has very
little insight into how the structure twists
the meaning of the answers. The thought
that really shakes my timbers is that maybe,

just maybe, the contortion in the data structure is one-tenth as prevalent as the contortion in the query. If so, then I dread any
conclusions based solely on legal database
research.

Headnotes et al

I heard one final tidbit about legal databases last week from a gentleman who had
clerked for a prominent federal court judge.
Afterieceiving cases for publication, West
Publishing has staff people who develop
the famous and useful West Headnotes.
These are then submitted back to the judge
for "checking". West wants to be sure
that the headnotes accurately capture the
meaning of the case. (LEXIS does not
submitheadnotes to judges for checking...)
It seems reasonable to suspect that a
West clerk might occasionally misinterpret something in a case, and that the judge

Journalists address the level 9£
the media's free speech

,. , - -

by Charles D. Hrvatin
Dr. Williamson brought up the fact that
With the ability of the media to liberin this day and age the media has its own
ally exercise its right to free speech these
built-in conflict. It not only has the long
days, the public as well as the media itself held fourth-estate, watchdog role but is
has taken an active role in overseeing the
now "for profit" and must weigh the vested
power of the press.
responsibility as watchdog against the
The Society of Professional Journalists
bottom line.
(SPJ) has taken the lead deeming self-exL.ike many debates and panel discusamination and pubsions, there was no
lic scrutiny as imreal resolution as to
perative. Accordwhat should be done.
ing to Evening TribGood News
However, Lawrence
une feature editor
struck a general vein.
vs.
and chair of the SPJ
He made it known
Project Watchdog
that there was many
Good Television
Committee, Jane
things he didn't like
Clifford, it is necesabout his job, but he
sary because "there.
plans to keep it usare questions about
ing good judgment to stay within ethical
the methods we use and the influence we
boundaries and the realm of good taste.
wield.
On this note, if everyone who hated
"The Society knows there are mixed
toeing the line of journalistic ethics were
feelings about our role and the value of to quit there would be no one left who bewhat we do.'' So, to further understand the
lieved in stopping at the line, and self-.
ocal news media and question their ethics,
examination of borderline bad taste conSPJ in conjunction with USD launched a
tent would disappear.
year-long series of free, public forums on
Audience questions were fielded by the
Sept. 28.
panel discussing areas of reporter conduct
, The topic of the first forum was ''Is the
on the scene of an event, use of dramatizaFree Press Too Free?'' The panel intions, and the difference between what is
cluded: moderator Lionel Van Deerlin;
"good news" versus "good television" .
Bob Lawrence, reporter, KNSD-TV; Dale
The panel, consisting of San Diego print
Fetherling, editor, Los Angeles Times/San
and broadcast journalists, explain how the
Diego Edition; William Stothers, reader's
press operates in addition to fielding quesrepresentative, San Diego Union; Tom
tions from the audience. Ethics, invasion
Wolfe, photo editor, The Tribune and Dr.
of privacy and related issues will be anaLarry Williamson, chair, USD Communilyzed.
cations Studies.
The USD, SPJ chapter or the USDPubSerious ethical discussion quickly sprung
lic Affairs office can be reached for more
up as Wolfe addressed photo selection and
information on future events.
the ramifications to the individuals pictured as well as the viewing public.
Many times the human condition is
sought to be captured, however, every picture
may bring with it a query as to whether or
not the human condition is outweighed by
a finding of ''bad taste''.
Channel 39 reporter Bob Lawrence
pointed out that the reporter's job is not to
judge the taste of a subject in the field but
to gather the news and determine the gradient level of taste back in the editing
room. He expressed that reporters should
use good judgment in the field but stressed
that it was not the place to decide whether
to include or exclude a certain subject.
Although, the broadcast media falls
within its own regulations applying equal
access, the fairness doctrine and the Communications Act of 1934, print media claims
a fuller protection under the first amendment.
Supreme Court decisions such as
Richmond Newspapers v. Virginia and New
York Times v. Sullivan have given the print
media a license or rather determined that
they hold a right ofaccess to the courtroom
and a fundamental right to print news
concerning public figures and events.

who wrote the opinion would be best able
to identify and correct the error.
According to my source, the West clerks
doindeedmakemistakes--usually. Unsurprising! y, the federal judges do rate "co rrecting West Headnotes" as one of their
higher priorities.
Wrong or right, the headnotes are rarely
read after they arrive at the judges' offices,
and less often are they returned with corrections. If you're one who finds headnotes handy for legal research, the message here is: beware!
Computers are pow~rful tools. They
enhance our abilities to compose, to calculate, to organize, and to analyze. But
maybe computers are too good, when they
do things that the users themselves can't
understand. Laser print, razor-straight
margins, tables, graphs and statistics are
not a substitute for clear, penetrating un-

derstanding. Most threatening are the computer products that appear simple and direct but mask complex unsuspected inner
relationships.
Unwittingly, we conform not only to
their input syntax rules, but also to their
"logically deduced" conclusions. Our
very thought processes evolve to match
those encouraged by the system.
Maybe computers are like guns: only as
dangerous as the nerd whose finger is on
the trigger. Like guns in the middle ages,
computers today are changing the way
humans communicate.
Unlike guns,
computers are exerting a pervasive and
growing influence on the way _both lawyers and judges perceive the case law.
California's recent ban on assault rifles
may have been misplaced--! might feel
safer if the ban was on the use of computers
in legal case preparation.

Endowed chair adds prestige to
School of Education
In the wake of a critical nationwide
special education teacher shortage, an
anonymous donation of $1.25 million has
been made to the University of San Diego
to establish
endowed chair for the School
of Education's special education program.
The anonymous gift is expected to
become USD's first operational endowed
chair, with plans to select the first e-Jfair
holder as early as the fall of 1990.
School of Education Dean Edward
DeRoche said ''this most generous gift
gives us a real shot in the arm for the '90s.
It will be an excellent supplement to the
talents we now have teaching in our school.
''The endowed chair will bring nationally and internationally known ·scholais to
this campus to interact with our speeial
education students and faculty and special
educators throughout the region.''
The anonymous gift is part of USD's
ambitious "Education for a New Age"
Capital Campaign, publicly announced in
January. Pledges now total $24.7 million,
more than half of the $47.5 million goal.
Some $31 million of the campaign is earmarked for faculty and student endowments.
USD Trustee Joanne Warren, who chairs
the campaign executive committee, said,
"we are extremely grateful to our donor, a
farsighted individual who recognized a
need of the University and the community
and felt a sense of responsibility that
prompted a magnificent gift.''·
Meanwhile, six professional education
organizations regard the nationwide shortage of special education teachers as critical, according to DeRoche.
In California, 5,757 job vacancies were

an

reported in a rec~nt . state Department of
Education publication. The same report
said 2,924 were teaching special education
classes with emergency credentials, issued
without further training.
In San Diego County, the special education teacher .shortage is not considered
critical, but because of the lack of training
for emergency credentials, there is a shortage of quality special education teachers,
said Glen Pierson, assistant superintendent
for special education and personnel for the
county Department of Education.
Countywide, thefe are an estimated
33,000 special education students in public schools. These are students who are
physically and/or mentally handicapped.
In the past five years, the number of
special education students has increased
statewide by 14 percent, while the number
of (non-emergency) credentialed teachers
has decreased by three percent; the state
reported.
At USD, Dr. Robert Infantino, associate professor of education who directs the
school's Teacher and Special Education
division, said the endowed chair will go a
long way in maintaining "USD's tradition
of preparing special educators and in maintaining our leadership role in the community. "
Endowed chairs are designed to improve a university' s academic quality -- a
primary goal of the ' ' New Age' ' campaign
-- by retaining outstanding scholars on the
faculty and attracting new ones.
The School ofEducation, established in
1972, has 18 full-time and 15 part-time
faculty. An estimated 503 graduates and
undergraduate students are enrolled.
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Duet teams to chronicle history of ttniversity
The University has been through an
illustrious 40 years and a new book has
been released commemorating the anniversary of the state charter that established
the University of San Diego.
USD history Professor Iris Wilson
Engstrand along with co-author Clare White,
a USD graduate, combined to put together
a history of the only private Catholic uni-

•• •
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.•
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versity south of Los Angeles.
The publication entitled "The First 40
Years, A History of the University of San
Diego, 1949-1989" contains some interesting facts about the university. For one,
it is the first comprehensive history book
on USD as it chronicles what USD President Dr. Author E. Hughes termed, "the
evolution of commitment.''

Co-author Professor Engstrand claims,
''Readers of the book will learn that the
kind of people who built and developed
USD into a thriving institution worked
long hours and never looked at the clock.''
This is evident just by the fact that the
authors themselves took over one year to
complete the ambitious undertaking.
White and Engstrand decided to pen

--- 11

this tribute after they realized that no one
prior had ventured into the realm of the
University's history. The tandem has an
interesting background in this type of
publishing.
Dr. Engstrand has l/een a history professor at USD for the past 21 years. She has

Continued on Page 13
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Mammoth Midweek! Some say it's the more leisurely pace. Others enjoy the
fact there are 150 trails almost all theirs alone to enjoy. We like to feel it's the extra attention we can give to you, our<guests. Most likely it's each of these and more. All
presented dramatically in fresh mountain air, under a lot of blue skies and in some of
the most be~\)tiful s~enery you'll find in Cal~fornia.
You've got to try Mammoth Midweek. You 'II ski tbe difference!
. l~x Anyt~me* Anew ticket book with 10 lift tickets good anytime throughout the
season is only $290, $60 off our' regul~ ticket prices.
Midweek Packagest Sup~r 3, 4 &° 5 day lift and lodging packages. An individual
can enjoy three fantastic days of skiing and three nights oflodging for as low as $191.
*J0 Ticket Book non-1ransferabte. tMidweek Packages not valid holiday periods.
Individual price based on double occupancy.
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Attend College in Mammoth

Enjoy skiing while you continue your education in Mammoth's new fullyaccredited college and university program! Call: (619) 873-1565
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· Judicial Extern.ships

Court of Appeal, 4.th Appellate District

PROGRAM: This judicial extern program is designed to provide law students with
the best available opportunity for clinical educational experience at the intermediate
appellate court level. The program places the student in the role of a judicial staff
attorney, presented with similar vocational demands and bound by the same rules of
ethics and confidentiality. The cornerstone of.the program is judicial and staff accessibility and periodic direct feedback regarding performance of the extern. The program
provides an educational format, including a group orientation designed to welcome the
law students to the court, to familiarize them with the court environment and to provide
. information which will ease their adjustment to court work. Further, to supplement the .
educational e:werience. al the court, general lectures will be given each semester
regarding legal opinion writing and basic legal research skills.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:
Top 20% of the class and completed first
year; however, applications will be considered where the student does not meet these
standards but extraordinary or unusual circumstances warrant consideration of the
student's application.
OTHER CONSIDERATION: Extracurricular iegal activities, such as law review,
moot court, other clerking positions, etc.; ''.worldly experience''; and number of hours
applicant desires to work on a weekly basis, with court preference of full time and a
minimum weekly hourly commitment of 20 hours.
1989 APPLICATION DEADLINES:
Spring Semester: October 27, 1989
Summer Semester:March 30, 1990
Fall Semester: April 13, 1990
.
(All selections are usually completed before the application deadline.)
APPLICATION PROCESS: If you are interested, please contact your clinic
director and forward a copy of your resume, transcript and a writing sample to Webster
Burke Kinnaird, Esq., Extern Coordinator, Court of Appeal, Fourth Appellate District,
Division One; 750 "B" Street, Suite 5000, San Diego, California 92101.
APPLICATIONS DUE IN CARRIE WILSON'S OFFICE (ROOM 205) BY FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1989.

U.S. District Court Central District of CA

Interviews for SPRING 1990 externships for JUDGE ROBERT M. TAKASUGI,
United States District Judge, will start in OCTOBER.
Second-. and third-year law students who are interested in applying should send a
1
resume and writing sample as soon as possible to: Honorable Robert M. Takasugi
520 U.S. Courthouse
312 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Attention: Externship Program
Resumes should include telephone numbers where the student can be reached between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday 'through Friday (or where a message can be left), to enable us
to reach them to set up the interview.
If you have any questions, contact Susan Scobie at Judge Takasugi 's office, 213.-8942370.

U.S. District Court Southern District of CA

Second- and third-year law students who are interested in applying should send a

resume, a copy of law school transcript and writing sample as soon as possible to the
Assistant Dean or directly to:

Norma Brogren
Secretary toJudge John S. Rhoades
United States District Court
United States Courthouse
940 Front Street
San Diego, CA 92189
Attention: Externship Program
Resumes should include telephone numbers where the student can be reached between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday (or where a message can be left), to enable us
to reach them to set up the interview.
Deadline is November 8, 1989.

Bankruptcy Court Central District of CA

United States Bankruptcy Judge Vincent P. Zurzolo is presently seeking candidates
for judicial externships for Spring 1990.
A Bankruptcy Court will allow the law student to gain valuable insigbt into the
complex world of bankruptcy and commercial law and is a tremendous experience.
The duties of an extern on Judge Zurzolo's staff include calendar preparation, assistance in the drafting of decisions and orders, legal research and other related tasks.
Previous bankruptcy co'urse work is helpful but not mandatory.
Students interested in serving in such a positon should submit a resume and writing
sample to Judge Zurzolo's chambers. After review notification will be given as to
candidates accepted for interview.
Honorable Vincent P. Zurzolo
United States Bankruptcy Court
United States Courthouse
312 No. Spring Street Room 906
Los Angeles, California 90012
(213) 894-3755

Essay Contests

Comparative Law contest still open
Essay Contest Comparing the Grudgesetz of the Federal
Republic of Germany to the United States Constitution
Nineteen eighty-nine marks the fortieth anniversary of the West German Constitution,
the Grun[igesetz. To celebrate the historic importance of this document and to encourage a comparative examination of both the West German and United States constitutions,
an essay contest has been established.
The contest will be formally announce at the. 1989 International Conference on the
Grundgesetz to be held in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on October 4-5, 1989.
Prize: The author of the best essay, as determined by the judges of the contest, will
receive a roundtrip air ticket from the United States to West Germany, courtesy of
Lufthansa German Airlines.
Who is eligible? Any American law student or attorney who has not passed the
German Staatsexamen, and American graduate or undergraduate students.
Permissible topics: Any constitutional theme, issue or doctrine that is discussed under
German or American law, with attention given to comparative analysis.
Length: Twenty to 40 pages of typed-test, double-spaced; 1 inch margins; endnotes
courted separately.
Deadline for submission of essays: December 15, 1989.
This contest has been arranged by the planning committee for the 1989 International
Conference of the Grundgesetz which is sponsored by the German Society of Pennsylvania, the German American Lawyers Association, the John Peter Zenger Law Society, the
Konrad Adenauer Foundation, and Villanova University School of Law.
Submissions should be sent in triplicate to:
German Society · ·"'
Conference Committee,
P.O. Box2182
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Judges for the Essay Contest are Professor Donald P. Kommers, University of Notre
Dame, author of Constitutional Jurisprudence of the Federal Republic of Germany (Duke
University Press, 1989), and Professor Dr. Rudolf Dolzer, University of Mannheim
(Germany). The decision of the Judges will be final and no appeal will be permitted.
Terms and conditions of air travel are determined by Lufthansa German Airlines.

~or:nputer

law center sponsors event

The Center for Computer/Law is sponsoring the Seventh Annual Computer Law
Writing Competition. The competition is open to full and part time law students during
the 1989-90 academic year. Any topic is acceptable as long as it addresses the legal or
regulatory aspects of the computer industry. Suggested topics include the transfer of
technology to Russia and PRC, software protection,.any of the pending bills in Congress
and state legislatures that will affect the computer industry.
Winning papers in the past have included: ''Trade Secret Protection of Computer Software," ···software Rental, Piracy and Computer protection" and "Tear-MeOpen Software License Agreements:
A U.C.C. Perspective on an Innovative Contract of Adhesion."
The five best papers will be awarded -national honors, plus an honorarium of
$250 (1st), $150 (2nd), $100 (3rd) and $50 (4th and 5th). Article,s must be received by
February 28, 1990. There is no minimum or maximum length. Papers must be typed,
double-spaced, and one side of the paper. Footnotes should be in Harvard blue book form
at the end of the paper,. -Entrants should put their name, address, and telephone number
on the first page of the paper.
Send articles and correspQndence concern to:
Center for Computer/Law
P.O. Box 3549
Manhi;ittan Beach, CA. 90266

Internships

Ford Foundation
offers 36 iternships

New Jersey fellows
program open

The Ford Foundation is offering over
36 summer internships for current graduate students.
Applications are due by December 5,
1989; and should include a resume, a onepage statement on career aims, and three
references. Interested students can acquire further information and/or reply at:

Political aspirations?
The New Jersey Governor's Fellows
Program is offering fellowships in which
fellows work with sub-cabinet level administrators and participate in educational
seminars. Salary is $20,000.
Applications will be available January
15 for this one year fellowship. For further
information contact:
Jane Kenny, Cabinet1Secretary
New Jersey Governor's
Fellows Program
c/o The State House CN 001
Trenton, NJ 08625

Jane Russin, Assistant Manager
The Ford Foundation
320 East 43rd Street
New York, NY 10017

~
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Panel sheds light on minority legal careers
by Madeleine Bauzon
The second annual ''Minorities in the
Legal Profession" seminar was held on
October 4 in Fletcher Reception Hall. The
meeting was sponsored by the Career Planning & Placement Office, the Asian Pacific American Law Student's Association
(APALSA), the Black Student's Association (BALSA) and the La Raza Law Student's Association.
The speakers were comprised of six
alumni from the various minority organizations on campus. The speakers were:
The Honorable Wes Pratt, San Diego City
Council; Patricia McQuater, Solar Turbines, Inc.; Lilia Garcia, State Attorney
General's Office; Carlos Castaneda, California Department of Transportation; Linda
Cabufong, the law firm of Lewis D 'Amato,
Brisbois, & Bisgaard and Julian Chang of
Jaret, Caudill & Kuehn.
The purpose of the program was to
provide minority students with successful
role models in the legal profession, information on the various areas of practice,
and most important of all their words of
wisdom to help minority students (I myself, being one) survive through law school.
The speakers touched upon many themes
of survival in the legal profession. Carlos
Castaneda said that minority groups should

not lose theiridentity. "We are here to be
ourselves primarily and to learn a trade,"
he said.
"Recently I was judging a moot court
competition and a student asked me a very
important question - how I introduced myself

"'Wfio we are of course,
ts very important.
•

•

II

Carlos Castaneda

when I appeared in court. 'I obviously
have a hispanic name...should I anglocize
the pronunciation of my name?"' Castaneda continued, ''If th~y let me get away
with it, I would have said my name in
Spanish. I point that out because it gives us
an opportunity to demonstrate who we are;
and that who we are of course, is very
important.''
We must cultivate confidence. Patricia
McQuater emphasized the importance of
that quality, "I would like to reiterate that
from the education you 're getting now that

Group tackles dual pressures of
Jekyl-Hyde career choice

it is extremely versatile. There is no limit
to the options that-you have. The knowledge that you gain here and the confidence
that you should be gaining while you're
getting this know ledge, should prepare you
to do anything that you want to do."
We as minority students, students of
color, sometimes go through hardships
because we are not part of the norm. We
come from many diverse cultures and
backgrounds. Julian Chang encouraged us
to turn our differences into something
positive.
"You have made it to USD and when
you get out into the real world, do not think
that you are in some way disadvantaged,

''You liave a dou6[eedged sword 6ecause you
liave tfie [egitimacy of a
mainstream ezyerience
coming from filf}), and
no one can deny tliat."
Julian Chang

remember to contribute to society because ·
society had contributed to our education.
Participation is a must. Pratt participated

'¥J'liere is no fimit to tlie
options tfiat you liave."

Patricia McQuater

in the Student Admissions Committee here
at USD. He signed up for clinics, one of
which was the Public Law Division in
Southeast San Diego sponsored by Theresa Player. He was involved in " Law
Day" when black high school students
came with him to see what it was like
attending law school.
The reason Pratt decided on law school
was to utilize his legal skills in pursuit of
public service - and to be involved. "The
key to all of this is that you have to be disciplined so you can do what's necessary.
We were able to contribute. USD gave a
lot to me and I used it to give it back to San
Diego.''
Last, but not least, Linda Cabulong
strongly emphasized the need for support
groups, be it our family members, friends
or our colleagues from the business environment. "There are very few minorities
in the legal field to begin with and we need
the support and confidence to go out there,"
she said.

because you are one of the few minorities
in a predominantly white, expensive, Catholic school. Quite the contrary. You have a
gree programs, many unique situations and
double-edged sword because you have the
questions arise from students enrolled in
legitimacy of a mainstream experience
the various programs. Members of the law
coming from USD and no one can deny
school administr.ation have been very rethat."
ceptive to the problems and questions of
Chang stressed, "You also have your
students pursuing joint degrees. However,
'face',
each' one bf you as a student of
.. by Mitchell Kam. ·the flow of information between the law
color." You can't escape that fact every
The semester is nearly done, and your
school and graduate schools has been intime you look into the mirror, no matter
legal studies have progressed along very
consistent in .the past.
how well-dressed you are, no matter if you
No formal system of communication
smoothly. You've aced all your exams,
are
a member of law review or the moot
and you still find yourself with a lot of time
has been set-up. Many law students have
Wes Pratt
court board. People are not going to say
on your hands after all the assignments
experienced frustration after visits to the
''Oh,
there
goes
the
Editor-ill-Chief
of
the
have been read! Finances are running low
graduate admissions office where they have
USD Law Review." Instead they're going
due to all the movies you've been attendbeen met with resistance and very few
to
say 'Oh, th,ere goes ... fill in the ethnic
ing during all your free time. You're ·answers to their specific problems.
type.'
Likeitornot, that's thefirstimpresLilia Garcia emphasized our need to
looking for new ideas. ·
Recently, a Joint Degree Students Orsionthey'regoingto,get. Ifthat'sthecase,
develop our legal skills. we should parThis may sound like a rather unlikely
ganization.'(JDSOYwas created to serve as
there's a pragmatic solution.
..
ticipate in the Moot Court Competition,
scenario, and it probably is. Most students' a forum for·the affected students. ChairTurn it into an advantage in dealing
the Trial Advocacy Program, and the clinfind law school alone challenging enough;
man "Btad Weinreb views the organization
with
other
counsel.
If
you
have
language
ics.
,Be confident and keep things in perwhile others skillfully manage to balance
as a vehicle to increase and improve com- .
siOps,_ bn. all~ means: _de\!elop tt~ose ·,fr specti.ve, was.her adviCe.;, "Remember",
the demands of work, domestic life, and . munieations.between the law school and
skills ... that"s one· way to differentiate
she said, "that the bar exam is a test of
'· ·
i,
·
the various programs. In the past, if a
school.
yourself
andto'give
a
tremendous-amount
·
·
exclusion.
Jt is 4esigne'd for people who .
If you're one wher is 1lookirig for, an ' student had a :question regarding course
of
offering
to
clfohtele
that
'You
might
not
·take
good
exams.
It seems to work a real
additional challenge, consider tackling · curriculum;'the best source of information
necessarily
have".
hardship
for
minority
students. If you
another program ·e0nc'urrentlf witli your ' was an upper-class student who had alWes Pratt mentioned that we must ,,qo,n 'tmake it the first time, don 'tgive up."
legal . studies, , USD' s graduate• schools · ready karned.the answer by trial and error.
offer three programs that may be pursued
Weinreb hopes' a mo:fo uniform set of anjointly with the law degree. The School of. swers'to·these questi0ns can be developed
Business Administration offers a Master
in the future. ·
" "
Continued from Page 11 . , .' , ,' ,. ,., i.s a S~n Diego-based freelance writer. She
of Business Administration (MBA) and
The JDSO has received the names of a
Master of International Business (MIB)
numbet of studeirts enrol1ed in the various
' , , isi:iregularcontributortoSanDiegoMaga, , ..
program, and the general graduate school joint degree programs and Weinreb plans
authored several history bqpks, including
zine .;~hyi;e she was assistant editor for six
offers a Master of International Relations
to conduct an initial-meeting (announceyears. She presently operates her own
one on the University of Southern Califor(MIR) program.
,
• . mynt in future Sidebar issue) very shortly. · nia, where she earn,edh~r Ph"D. Engstrar,id
marketing, \;Vriting .and pu,bli~ , relations
Anyone interested or already enrolled
Interested students must apply and bealso, ~µthored a book entitled ''S.~ Diego: , firm. . ,
..,
admitted to both the law school and the
in a joint degree program may leave a 'California's Cornerstone, a Chron-icle of
The 122-page qi~~oJy contains more
specific gl1lduate program separately. Some
message in the JDSO box located on the
this City's History.' '
.
than 100 color and black & white photostudents begin '.by first·attencling the ·la\V · first floor of"M:ore Hali. . . ,·.
White, an alumna of the Class of 1980,
graphs.
program, while others s~art off with one of
the graduate programs: Those that _commence with the legal program spend the
entire first-year attending law courses.
Classes in the graduate program are norby Adan Schwartz
mally undertaken during the sec9nd year
"We 're glad .to have this oppqrtunity to
When combined with contributions raised
of studies.
•
1
Law students on 53 campuses joined
express our support for law students and
on all 53 campuses; they were able to fund
Both the'MBA an\i MIB programs each
forces for the first time last year to solicit
their public interest aspirations,'' said Robert
over 550 fellowships to law stuaents fot
would normally take two years to com- .contributions from law firms to fund pubMacerate, former ABA president anQ ·work with legal services offices, civil rights
plete. The MIRprogram can be completed
lic interest grants. The student groups,
partner of .Sullivan·& Cromwell~ ''W s · organizations, consumer and environmental
in one year. An advantage ofcombining
which annually raise over $800,000 from
encouraging to learn of young attorneys
advocacy groups, and international human
one of the graduate programs with the Jaw
classmates, faculty and recent graduates,
coming o.ut of law schools today; who will
rights cirgariizations, ' and 'to recent law: ·
degree is the time in school saved. Condecided to try to build on their efforts with: lead olir profession
its future public;
school ·graduates who have developed .
trasting the two, an MBA and JD.degree
the support of the law firm community.
service." '
.
,
.
• , Innovative public projects serving these' ·
pursued separately would require_five years
They asked law firms to eontribute $1,000
The, l~-.Y, firm contribUtio~s . were col- l,, ,tr~Oiti(?.nally underrepresented-constituenwhile with a joint JD/MBA degree underfor ev.ery five summer associates employed
lected by the .students' national office, th~· "''., ties.
. ·
...· · ··
: ,·
taken concurreI}tly, the time necessary for
to a fund drive the students call the Public
National •Assp«5i'~tion f6r Pu~lic Interest;~ · · For further information on the Chai-"'
completion would be only four years.
ServiCe Challenge. Already, 26 lawfirms
Law (NAPIL), ·and ~ere distributed .in <. 1enge,contactNAPILat_1666Connecticut' ·
Whil.e a n&mber.of g~neral statements
have accepted the student challenge and
May to the campus organizations to be
Avenue, Suite424, Washington, DC 20009
may be.made about the various joint decontributed funds totalling $120,000.
awarded to students and recent graduates. · or at (202) 462-0120.

Business-Law jo.i nt
degree students
improv e program

"'Ifie k.f,y to a[{ of tliis
is tliat you have to 6e
discipfinecf."

1 •

Duet: USI.) ,-}-ii~.t9:f:Y. :chronicled

Stu'd ent ·public interest projects receive $t2o;ooo
·~.
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Softball odds and ends at mid-season shows some sorry sorts
The Intramurals
Office has provided
Motions with yet
another light-hearted
look though often
time's uncannily accruate mid-season
review.
The following may
be offensive to some
readers -- parental
discretion advised.
Following are the
mid-season odds and
ends from the IM
office.
BOHICA 5:1 -- No
relapses here, rehab
has helped this squad
coast to the top of the standings. Led by the

Chonkich they could go all the way. But
don't place your bets; this squad has not
been tested yet (Steroids).
KAHUNA 7:1 -- These guys may be
slow, but they make up for it with no
moves. Teams without campuses are not
allowed to win; so count these guys out
come tourney time.
HARMLESS ERRORS 8: 1. -- Not a bad
first half for the squad with the gayest
uniforms in the league. Too tense to win
the big one. Look for this squad to choke
in the second half.

power hitting of George "The Mercenary"

H·o w to train·· a dean
A whimsical look at training.camp
by Pierre Blahnik

I don't know who gets the job of training a new Dean, but if the task were somehow
thrust upon me, I imagine the training session would follow something like this:
NEW DEAN (ND): So, what does a Dean do?
NEW DEAN TRAINER (NDT): Well it's quite simple ND. We'll
start with basics. This is a law school. It's here to educate students to be lawyers.
ND: You mean it's not a place for professors to gain tenure and try to establish a name
for themselves?
NDT: No, no, that's just a popular misconception around here. It'~ actually set up for
the students. You see, the students pay the school with all the money they borrow, and
then we pay the professors. So actually, the teachers work for the students, not in competition with them.
·
ND: I see. O.K. So how do we go about it, I mean educating these '.'.stude.nt'' people?
NDT: Well, first of all, we should make sure we offer the courses·they want at times
they can attend them, and make sure they can get into the popular and necessary classes.
Especially the third and fourth year students. It's quite simple really. For example, we
wouldn't want to have all the good courses scheduled in one semester, say Spring, or at
one time period.
ND: So it's a logistics thing, huh?
NDT: You got it. Requires some arithmetic: basic addition and stuff. You shouldn't
have any problem with that. We have had problems in the past over books, however.
ND: Books?
NDT: Yes, those contain the information students need. For each class, we should
make sure we have enough books for all the students in the class, so some students don't
have to wait while we order more.
ND: Why not just order the correct amount to start with?
NDT: Well, there's the arithmetic thing again. But it's really about money, I think.
ND: Money?
·
NDT: Yes, money. In fact, money rules around here. It's always the first concern at
USD. You '11 find that out soon enough. I mean, take parking for example. Last year the
school had this great trick: there weren't enough places to park, so the school would crack
people for 35 bucks if they didn't park in the right places! Worked like a charm. The
school made off with a few grand that way, I think.
ND: Didn't the students complain?
NDT: Well, yes, but"money speaks louder than students do. And the faculty had
plenty of parking, so it's automatically not an issue.
ND: But you just told me the faculty are dependent on students! .
NDT: Patience, ND, Patience . This is ·riot an eaily concept for law professors to
swallow. Egos arejiivolved, and self-importance' up the ying-yang. .
ND: Excuse me?
ND: Never mind. See, the thing is, the stu~ents are always changing. They're out
of here in three, four years. But get a bunch of "esteemed" professors whining in your
face, that's a different story. Not only that, most of these students are so worried about
their future, they're not about to make any waves. It might cost them a letter of
recommendation some day. So instead of students and professors teaming up and
learning the law, you get the old shephard-flock syndrome. Anyway I digress. There's
really only one last thing to cover: places to study.
. • ·
.. · ·
. ,
ND: Sounds simple. .... ··
NDT: You would think so, but fast' year, students either had the library, or at home.
The school building it~elf, full of empty rqpms,.chalkbpards and-so on was kept locked
pretty,much on w,eek-ends, on the theory .that a law ~c~ool_.is no place for law students.
- Besides, if they lea".e a mess behind, that's jan~tor time .a ndlhe money thing again. All
in the name of education? 'N ot chance.
ND: I thiitk I ge~ what "yo)l; re i~lliilg ine. aasically, we have to gef ihe studentS into
classes, with books, give theni a place tti park while ..they.'re in there,' and places to study
when classes are over.
·
· ·
..
NDT: You got il.' .A s long' as the profes~ors are adequate, we 're in business.
ND: And if ~e p:ofessors·arei;i't adequa~~~ ,
. , , · ., .. ~ , .
, ..
, NDT: I'll put it this.way; I wouldn't form to9 many_¢1.o se f~epdslnps. It's the studen ts
who. will be headjng out there:carrying USD Law School's name around, so in the long
run your best be t is to put their interests first. I mean, it's a-school. Actually most of the
profs here are really good, but that's no re~on not to keep 'em on their toes, is it?
ND: No, I suppose not.
NDT: And That pretty rnuch does it. Any questions?
ND: Yes. What's 1:1. "ying-yang"?

CA.i'\f O' CORN 15: 1 -- This squad has
loads of talent, but after three consecutive
one run losses, you gotta wonder. Rumor
has it that a name change in the second half
is what this club needs. . '
. , ' ' r '
B.W. & NO NAMES 12:1 -- A Joss .to
Peep Helmut has ruine.d all credibility.
Very little hope remai~s for Billy's Boys.
WSU 17: 1 -- A 13-0 shutout at the
hands of Billy's Boys gives one an inkling
of how pathetic this squad of underachievers are. Still the best softball team in Old
Town.
F-TROOP 17: 1 -- The other team from
Cal-Western just can ' t seem to win the big
one, or the small ones. There are reports
that this is really the Kahuna B~squad, but
who cares?

ILLEGAL BEAVERS 20: 1 -- Mediocrity is rampant on this squad, but that's an
improvement. Rumor has it that Marty's
living situation has been stabilized, so look
for an unproved attitude from this club.
. There are reports that Cohen and Jimmy
are using their Vegas winnings to go shopping cm the free agent market. So look out.
SMEG, MAW & ASSOC. 30: 1 -- Pathetic, lucky, and talentless. Despite these
traiiS: .th~s t~ has managed to eke out a
couple of wins. Look for the streak to end
in .t he, ~econd half.
BRUTUM FULMEI'l" 40:1 -- Strong
play ai:id some power hitting have put these
guys in the running.
GONE, BUT NO FORGOTTEN 52: 1 Older; weaker and even less intelligent
than anyone could have imagined.

l

AGGRAVATEDASSAULT60:1--The
fighting salmon. Need I say more?
NO KANDU 63: 1 -- No kan win, no kan
·bat, no kan field, no kan play.
LAST CALL 99: 1 -- They missed their
final calling.
TBA 99: 1 -- A veritable plethora of
ineptitude.
PEEP HELMUT 99:1 -- It's a good
thing we' re a church school. God help
this team.
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When··you party,
remember to•••

CLASSIC TRAVEL

Discounted fares!
Within Walking Distance
ofUSD

Book novr for your
. Holiday Reservations

299-6171

n's as easy as counting
from 1to10.

6110 Friars Rd., Suite 201
San Diego, Ca. 92108

Guests:

l. Know your limit- stay within it.
2. Know what you're drinking.

Directly above El Tecolote

3. Designate a non-drinking driver.
4. Don't let a friend drive drunk.
5. Call a cab if you're not soberor not sure.

Hosts;·

6. Serve plenty of food.
7. Be responsible·for friends' safety.

8. Stop serving alcohol as the party
winds down. '
9. Help a problem drinker
by offering your support.
10. Set a good example.

Next Issue
November16

a

Ad Deadline
Novemb.e r8
'

'

:)

1

Submissron Deadline'
November7

.'

150.PaU!arino Ave., Suite 190, · ·"'"
·Costa Mesa, CA 92626
1-800-441-2337
Beer Drinkers of America is a non-profit
consumer membership organization
·ope1i only to persons over the age of 21.
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More.a·r ts in Nov-e tnber
Soviet rocker to _play La Jolla
of

The La Jolla Museum
Contemporary Art will host the Soviet .Union's leading
contemporary rock musician and his band -- Vladimir Kuzmin and Dinamik.
The exclusive engagement will run from October 26-31. A special benefit performance is scheduled for Saturday, October 28 at 8:00 p.m. in the Sherwood Auditorium.
Kuzmin was voted the USSR's top singer, guitarist, composer and poet, in a January
reader's poll by Moscovskey Komsomopets, a Moscow youth newspaper. His criticallyacclaimed blend of progressive rock and jazz is sung in both Russian and English.
His band draws on the rich cultural heritage of Russia's past combining folk traditions,
rock music and progressive jazz to provide a unique glimpse of contemporary Soviet
culture and a unique blend of contemporary music.
Tickets may be purchased through Ticketmaster, 278-TIXS, or at the La Jolla Museum
of Contemporary Art Bookstore. Admission is $20 for Museum members and $25 and
$30 for non-members.
All tickets for the October 28 benefit performance include a free post-concert
reception Sammy's California Woodfired Pizza in La Jolla with Kuzmin and his band
available to talk with the audience.
All proceeds including the reception will benefit the La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art.

Georgian dancers on campus

The Russians are invading the University of San biegobut instead of zooming in
on MIGs they are dancing their way into
the Camino Patio.
A group of Soviet Georgian Dancers
will perform at USD at the Camino Patio

on Tuesday, November 7 for an afternoon
of international friendship.
All students, faculty and staff are invited to attend.
More information is available form Maria
Martinez-Cosio at 260-4659.
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AIDS!

' t ie American Red Cross addresses the most
ofte n asked questions about AIDS: ·

HOW SAFE IS TODAY'S
BLOOD SUPPLY?
Today. the blood supply is well protected from
the AIDS virus. The Red Cross recruits and screens
its volunteer blood donors carefully to help e nsure
that o nly healthy people donate . The spread of
AIDS through blood transfusion is very uncom ·
mon. Beginning in 1985, all blood has been
screenecffor the antibodies to the AIDS virus.
Blood that tests positive for evidence of the virus is
discarded.
Please remember you cannot get the AIDS virus
by donating blood.

CAN I GET AIDS FROM
BEING AROUND
SOMEONE WITH AIDS?
There are no known cases of AIDS being spread
by shaking hands, hugging, casual social kissing,
or sitting next to a person with AIDS.
There are no known cases of AIDS being
transmitted by casual contact- such as sneezing,
coughing, using the same telephones, toilets,
bathtubs, swimming pools, or waterfountains.
The AIDS virus is spread mainly by the exchange
of body fluids during sexual activity or the
excha'18e of blood through sharing contaminated
IV drug needles. Less commonly, the virus
also can be spread through transfused blood or
blood products and to infants born from infected
mothers.
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Golf tourney highlights
-winter sport~ activities

cap of three possible cups to shoot for.
Last year only two linksters won th threeto-one return on their wagers after sinking
their putts. Like the saying goes, drive for
show but putt for dough!
Participants should turn in their handicaps with their entry fee($90.00foralumni
and nonstudents, $50.00 for students and .
faculty) as there are three flights scheduled. But whether you're an ace or a
hacker, the event promises to be enjoyable, if not from playing the game, then
from drinking a few beers while riding
around a scenic course.
Following is a list of last year's winners:
Champioship Flight
1st Michael Brown (74) (Class of '78)
2nd Mike Zybala (75) (Class of '77)
3rd Jim D'angelo (77) (Class of '83)
1st Flight
1st Chris Workman
2nd Lew Muller (Class of '77)
3rd Mike Burke
2nd Flight
1st Dave Seely
2nd Barry Wallace
3rd Lynn Muller
3rd Flight
1st
Paul Boland
2nd
Lisa Lewallen
3rd
Chris Wonnell
4th Flight
1st
Lori Ferovick
2nd
David Hall
3rd
Tim Gawron '

Students have other
aid option via Mohr
Memorial Fund
by Charles Hrvati!1 and Pierre Blahnik
The 14th Annual Michael Mohr Memorial Golf Tournament will once again pit
alumni, students and faculty on the field of
battle, namely Rancho San Diego's Ivanhoe course.
The annual alumni event is held to raisefunds in order to provide emergency, interest-free loans to law students. Entry fees
go to the Michael Mohr Memorial fund.
The tournament is held in memory of
Michael Mohr, who was killed in a plane
crash in 1976, one year before he was due
to graduate from USD School of Law.
A round of golf is included in the fee, as
well as a raffle ticket for door prizes. Last
year prizes included a three-day, twoinight
stay in Las Vegas and an exercise bycicle
donated by clients of Mike Zybala. Like
last year, this year's tourney will include
tee prizes for longest drive in both Men's
and Women's Divisions, closest to the
hole and a Bet For Birdie Hole.
The Bet For Birdie competition is traditionally held on the 18th hole with a handi-

AM I PLACING MYSELF
AT RISK FOR AIDS IF
I HAVE A SEXUAL
.RELATIO NSHIP WITH
SOMEONE I DO N'T
KNOW WELL?
Yes. AIDS is primarily transmiued through
sexual activity, so it is safer to limit your sexual
activity to one faithful, uninfected partner and to
avoid partners who have had multiple' oontacts. The
more sexual partners you have, the greater the risk
of oontact with a carrier of the AIDS virus.

DO CARRIERS OF
THE AIOS VIRUS HAVE
SYMPlDMSi ·
A carrier of the AIDS vjrus may have no signs or
symptoms of the Al.OS p isease and may not
·
develop the disease. Carriers can 'infect someone
else through sexua l contact, or sharing needles or
syringes for inq:a venous drug .u se, but not thro ugh
eve ryday, casual m ntact.
·If you are sexually active with a person who has
AIDS or who is at risk for AIDS, or share needles for·
injecting drugs, you are increasing your risk of
·
infection with the AIDS virus.!
AID~

IS HARD TO

CAT~H.

This information is based upon data from the
U.S. Public Health Service. For more information,
· call your local health department, the National AIDS
Hotline (1-800·342-AIDS) or your local Red Cross
chapter.

+

WE WANT YOU TO
KNOW AS MUCH ABOUT
AIDS AS WE DO.

.American Red

Cross+

.American Red Croes

San Diego/Imperial Counties Chapter

3.650 Fifth Avenue·.
San Diego, CA 92103
(619) 291-2620
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·
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Classified Ads
Run your ad for only $4 for 215 words. Have something to sell or advertise? More reliable
tbaD a packed bulletin board, more than 1,300
students, staff and faculty read
Motions as well as many in the USD community. For information call: 260-4600, z4343.

law

NOTICE
The November issue of Motions originally to be published on November 30 will
now come out prior to Thanksgiving break on November 16.
Submissions and advertising should therefore be submitted at least one week
prior to publication.

FOR SALE

~OOMATES WANTED .

BICYCLE: Centurion Le Mans RS 12-speed. 26'

looking for roommates? Advertise in Motions
for $4 and reach more than 1.500 students
and in-coming students. ·

men's, SIS shifting. pump included, lo-miles
Great for getting to school or beach. $300
Charlie 277-0445 or 260-4600 x 4343

WORD PROCESSING

FOR RENT

Typing/WordProcessing: Specialist? Well why ·. Looking for an ap artment or ·a roommate?
don't you inc rease your clientele and a dverPut it in Motions!! Deadline for September 21
issue: September 14.
tise in this sp ot each week in Motions.
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AfULTISTATE SPECIALIST

We'll Teach You How To Win!
WEST COAST OFFICE
1247 6th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90401

NEW YORK OFFICE
450 7th Avenue, Suite 3504
New York, NY 10123

EAST COAST OFFICE
211 Bainbridge Street
Philadelphia, PA 19147

(213) 459-84·8 1

(212) 947-2525

(215) 925-4109

NATIO"WIDE TOLL FREE NUMBER: (SQ(>) 523··0777
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